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Down
1. What breed of dog was Lassie from the 1943 film
“Lassie Come Home”?
3. Which dog yodels instead of barks?
4. In the 16th century, after Europeans arrived to
settle Newfoundland, they developed the primary
forebear of this breed of dog.
7. What is a group of puppies called?
10. Which breed is known as “King of Terriers”
because of its size?
13. What breed of dog is used as a piece in the
popular board game Monopoly?
14. What is another name for a German Shepherd
dog?
15. What is the favorite dog breed of the Queen of
England, Elizabeth II?
17. Through what part of the body do dogs sweat?
19. Which breed is believed to be sacred in China?
20. Which dog of German heritage is known for its
agility and makes an excellent service dog?
23. Dogs are known to have three __________.
25. What breed is the famous cartoon dog, Snoopy?
26. What part of a dog is as unique as a human
fingerprint?
27. Which dog breed is more prone to have a black or
blue tongue?

Across
2. Adult dogs have __________ permanent teeth,
also known as secondary teeth. (Puppies usually
have 28 teeth, called deciduous or primary teeth.)
5. Where do Golden Retrievers originate from?
6. The known 'world’s oldest dog' — an Australian
Cattle Hound was 29 when he died. What was his
name?
8. Which breed is the tallest?
9. What is a fear of dogs called?
11. Which breed of dog’s name translates literally as
‘curly lap-dog’?
12. Which breed of dog is often considered the most
intelligent?
16. Which breed of dog is commonly referred to as a
Blue Heeler?
18. What is the last sense that a puppy fully
develops?
21. Which dog breed is faster than a cheetah, with a
top speed of 68km/h?
22. What was the breed of the popular dog in 'The
Wizard Of Oz'?
24. Which toy dog breed has long white hair and was
favored by the ancient Romans and Greeks?
28. Which breed of dog was originally bred to catch
rodents and has a monkey-like face?
29. Puppies are delivered how many weeks after
conception?
30. The sense of __________ is a dog’s most highly
developed sense. According to Encyclopedia
Britannica, “Dogs have the same 5 senses as
humans. However, some are more highly developed'


